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Streetwise Vancouver Map - Laminated City Center Street Map of Vancouver, Canada - Folding

pocket size travel map with integrated Sky Train & Express Line routes & stationsThis map covers

the following areas:Main Vancouver Map 1:26,000Downtown Vancouver Map 1:12,500Vancouver

Area Map 1:120,000Downtown Victoria, BC Map 1:14,000University of British Columbia Map

1:57,000There are plenty of sites in Vancouver and getting around to see them all is easy. If

youâ€™re staying in the city (and you probably are) you can walk to most attractions. The

Vancouver Museum highlights the growth and development of Vancouver from an outpost of fishing

and forestry to a world class city. Science World is a great spot to take the kids so they can

experience the interactive exhibitions and see an eye-popping OMNIMAX presentation. Adults will

appreciate spending the time on Granville Island, a former dingy collection of rusty warehouses now

transformed into galleries, shops, artistsâ€™ studios and home to a thriving public market the

perfect place to pick up provision for a picnic.The best place to start your visit is Vancouver Lookout

at Harbour Centre. Take a 45 second ride up a glass elevator to arrive at a spectacular 360Â° view

of the city, the surrounding communities, the harbour and the mountains beyond. On a clear day

you may even see Vancouver Island.What you notice most when youâ€™re perched above the city

is how green it is. As the city developed over the years, a large tract of forest was set aside, over

1,000 acres, destined to remain wild and serve as a reminder of whence the city originated. So

began Stanley Park. Located right in the heart of the city, this green sanctuary is crisscrossed with

walking trails and surrounded by English Bay and a 6 mile seawall - a lovely place for a stroll at

sunset. Within the park are tennis courts, playgrounds, a miniature golf course, restaurants, snack

bars and cafes, the Vancouver Aquarium, the Lost Lagoon where you can feed ducks and

raccoons, swimming beaches, a pool, a miniature railroad for the kids, totem poles and a cannon

that goes off precisely at 9 PM each evening.The capital of British Columbia is located at the tip of

Vancouver Island, across the Straight of Georgia from Vancouver. Veddy Veddy British in nature,

Victoria has the mildest climate in all of Canada. You can get to Victoria by taking the 1 Â½ hour

ferry ride from Tsawwassen, in south Vancouver to Swartz Bay, about a half an hour from

Victoria.Whatever adventure you choose in this corner of Western Canada, the STREETWISEÂ®

Vancouver Map will assist you. The main map covers all of Downtown along with Stanley Park,

Gastown, Chinatown, West End, Yaletown and Granville Island. A separate inset map of the central

downtown area highlights hotels, sites, SKYTRAIN stations, shopping, government and educational

sites and the cruise ship terminal, where cruises to Alaska start and end. A map of the Vancouver

area extends from the southern suburb of Richmond to North and West Vancouver, from Burnaby to



Sea Island, including the Vancouver International Airport. All major highways and thoroughfares are

depicted along with exit numbers and sites. An inset of the University of BC campus is included as

well as an inset of downtown Victoria, BC.Our pocket size map of Vancouver is laminated for

durability and accordion folding for effortless use. The STREETWISEÂ® Vancouver map is one of

many detailed and easy-to-read city street maps designed and published by STREETWISEÂ®. Buy

your STREETWISEÂ® Vancouver map today and you too can navigate Vancouver, Canada like a

native. For a larger selection of our detailed travel maps simply type STREETWISE MAPS into the

search bar.
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'Don't leave home without STREETWISE.' --The New York Times 'STREETWISE is an absolute

travel essential.' --Travel + Leisure Magazine 'In a strange city, your sense of direction is only as

good as the map in your hands. The best maps to carry are published by STREETWISE.' --Chicago

Daily Herald

STREETWISEÂ® is the first map to be designed with modern graphics and is the originator of the

laminated, accordion-fold map format. Weâ€™ve set the standard that every map company has

imitated but never duplicated. Our mission is to make you feel comfortable, to make you feel safe in

a place where youâ€™ve never been before and to enable you to experience a familiar place more

fully.The company was founded in 1984 by Michael Brown, who had been in international publishing



for many years, setting up subsidiaries for textbook publishers. In the 1970â€™s, Brown traveled

extensively throughout Africa, India, the Middle East and Southeast Asia. Brown would take a large

paper map, cut out the city center, folded it up and slip it into his pocket, thus preventing him from

looking like a tourist in areas where discretion is the better part of travel. This was his tool for

surviving.After many years on the road, Brown settled back in New York and decided to start his

own business, based on the adaptations he had made to maps in his travels. His goal was to give

someone the ability to navigate easily in unfamiliar terrain.He started with a new map format: the

accordion fold. Such a simple idea, but at the time it was revolutionary. No more struggling to fold

an awkward, oversized paper map. This new format would enable the user to blend in like a native,

instead of stick out like a tourist. Brown then added lamination to ensure that the map would be a

lasting tool.More important than the format was the design of the map itself. It had to be a map that

not only succeeded above and beyond any map he had used, but was esthetically appealing as

well. The look of it had to be as striking as the functionality. Color was introduced in a way that was

never seen before in a map - vivid purple for water, soothing gray for the background of street grids,

gold to highlight elements of the map. Clarity, conciseness and convenience in a very stylish

package.Building the business was a 24 hour job. Brown sold the maps during the day, zipping

around Manhattan making deliveries on his Harley Davidson. At night he packed the orders and did

the design work. More titles were added, each title requiring months of research and design.Today,

STREETWISEÂ® produces over 130 titles for major destinations, regions and countries throughout

the United States, Canada, Mexico, Australia, Europe, the United Kingdom and Asia. We have

grown from the back of a motorcycle to selling millions of maps around the world.Yet each title is still

painstakingly researched and updated. STREETWISEÂ® is one of the only, if not THE only map

company that conducts research by walking or driving an area to ensure accuracy. After all, what

good is the map if what you hold in your hands doesnâ€™t match what you see on the street sign?

This lengthy fact checking results in superior accuracy; in effect, weâ€™ve done the work, now you

have the adventure.In the end, itâ€™s not about the map, itâ€™s about getting out and finding your

own authentic experience wherever you go. Itâ€™s about being in a city or a region and discovering

things that you never thought you would find. You can do this if you have confidence and you have

confidence if you have a great map. STREETWISEÂ® is the great map that you need.

The box for the 'identification code bars' is placed right over the location I needed during my trip to

Vancouver. And, the map doesn't go westward far enough.The way they divided the city for one

side versus the other side of the map is unwieldy. I never used this map on my trip, and left it in the



city for someone else to find, in case it met their needs. It didn't meet mine at all. The map I got free

from the tourist info center was great, and that is what I used for the whole week. I liked that this

map was laminated, though.

This is the fifth map of the series that I've bought, and I think they're great. They have enough detail

to get around any of the cities, show most of the top attractions (and a lot of other useful sites), fold

up conveniently for carrying around in my purse, and the heavy-duty lamination makes them almost

indestructible. They're particularly good for sightseeing planning, as it's easy to spot where you want

to go in relation to other points of interest. For me, getting an overview of the city is a must, and

makes my navigational abilities much better. Nothing will keep me from getting lost, but this map

helps me find my way out.

"Streetwise Vancouver" packs an enormous amount of information into a small, plastic, portable

folding map of the city. Several coverages are provided.A general Vancouver Area map provides an

overview of the city from Richmond and the International Airport to North and West Vancouver. An

inset map provide closer detail on Stanley Park and the area between English Bay and Burrard

Inlet. A second inset map covers Yaletown and the Downtown area, including Canada Place and

B.C. Place Stadium. A third inset map highlights the University of British Columbia campus and

adjacent Pacific Spirit Park. The foldout presentation has an index for the major streets, hotels,

gardens, museums, and transportation nodes. As an added bonus, small inset maps show

Downtown Victoria and the Strait between Victoria and Vancouver.This map is small enough to

easily fit in a purse, backpack, or even a back pocket. There is sufficient information, when coupled

with one of several very adequate guide books, to enable the visitor to find his or her way around

Vancouver. This product is highly recommended to travelers planning to visit British Columbia's

largest city.

A good map if you are only interested in the major tourist areas and main streets. The additional

inset maps do not permit the overall perspective of Vancouver and the surrounds. Plus many streets

are missing. I also bought the Metro Vancouver City Map by Pathfinder Maps for these features.

The Streetwise map is easier to carry around, however.

I just spent 6 weeks in greater Vancouver and brought this map with me. I never used it. At Safeway

I bought a map of the entire metropolitan area and used it everyday. If I'd been staying downtown



this map might have been useful . I wasn't and it wasn't.

Best map around for making your way around Vancouver, whether it be taking a walking tour, or

taking the sky tram and then walking. Is made with a plastic cover, so if it rains it won't ruin. Was a

very useful map.

this is a little more limited than I was looking for; I do love the areas that are listed, however

I order one of these for all the large cities we visit for vacation. They fit easily into your purse, and

make for an easy reference if you aren't wanting to rely on phone navigation all the time.
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